A Half Glass

Let’s give it another go, shall we?
My last missive was, shall we say, a tad down in the mouth.
Things could not possibly be so dire. As one critic would have
it, it sounded as though my dog had died.
Well, she did, in fact. The day before the election. And there
is an enormous Maggie shaped hole in my heart.

Here Lies Maggie: She Had a Wonderful Life
But moving along. The initial results of our national exercise

of the franchise – an exercise that far too many still feel is
not worth turning off Duck Kardashian and going to the fucking
polls – were not especially comforting to those who favor
science, inclusion, education, access to health care, gun
control, social justice, &c. You know. Sane people.
And truly, the trend by 10 p.m. Election Night – alongside the
punditry’s thigh-rubbing enthusiasm for yet another Dems in
Disarray narrative – was utterly dispiriting. But despite a
desire that results arrive tidy and timely, ballots do not
bend to a tidy timeline.
So here’s why I’m feeling optimistic on this brisk and sunny
Sunday morn.
(ed note: Optimistic? Who are you and what have you done with
The Writer? Security!)
What was looking to be a pretty solid denial of the Blue Wave
has actually turned out to be a very convincing argument that
this is a nation that is tiring of the end game degradation of
GOP politics as embodied by the Mar-a-Lago Hapsburgs. Despite
the best attempts of GOP apparatchiks to gerrymander and vote
suppress their way to victory, the results are clear: The
nation is ready for a drastic course correction.
Yes and sure. We remain a starkly divided nation. The middle
has not held, and while that may be some cause for worry among
the terribly and deeply concerned civility fetishists<fn>I’m
looking at you Senators Collins, Flake, Corker, et al</fn>,
the middle has been dragged so far right over the past 40
years that it has become damn near synonymous with what used
to be called Conservatism.
(There is no middle. Get over it. Consider the “great”
centrists of our day; there have been ample opportunities for
them to demonstrate independence from Trump, yet their
opposition has extended only as far as handwringing twitter
agonistes just before they fall in and vote the party line.

One-time pseudo centrists like Graham have become enthusiastic
attack dogs for the likes of Kavanaugh.<fn>And spare me,
please; John McCain was no fucking better.</fn>)
But let’s take some comfort in the outcomes where we can.
In the House, a place where Dems consistently win the raw
national vote total by several millions while still falling
prey to the clever gerrymanders of the state-level GOP, the
Dems were striving to pick up 23 seats. This was bare minimum
to flip control and, most importantly, place subpoena power in
the hands of Democrats who would presumably be less quisling
in their approach to Trump’s depredations than the current
crop of Vichy chairmen.
(And yes, all men they were. In a delightful turn of events,
Rep. Maxine Waters will hold the gavel in the House Financial
Services Committee, where she has made clear a thorough
inquiry into the Trump Family business practices are top
priority. Pass the popcorn.)
As of today, the Dem pickup total is 37 seats. This is fairly
huge, comparable to Democratic gains during the Watergate
midterms. Also huge: the first Native Americans (both women)
and first women Muslims have been elected to the House. Also
huger: 35 new women House members (bringing the total to 135,
still proportionally low, but an alltime high) and 5 new women
governors. The number of successful Moms Demand candidates,
running almost solely on the need for sensible gun control and
the defenestration of the NRA, was another heartening trend.
The battle for the Senate was severely aligned against
Democratic gains. Of the 33 seats under contest, 23 were Dheld. Dems needed to gain two seats to flip control of the
Senate. Flipping an incumbent is never easy. The three GOP
retirements were in solid red states: Arizona, Tennessee,
Utah. And Dems were defending seats in some fairly red spots:
North Dakota, West Virginia, Montana, Missouri, Indiana. And

one of the big hopes lay in unseating Ted Cruz in uber-Red
Texas.
By end of election eve, it looked as though the GOP would
increase their Senate majority. But wait a few days: by the
time all the provisionals and absentee ballots are counted, we
may (BIG ‘may’) see the Republican advantage actually reduced
by one. And damn if the Dems didn’t flip Arizona.<fn>Maybe.
Recount underway, but not even GOPer candidate McSally seems
to doubt the outcome at this point.</fn>
But that “may” is big, and it seems to have a Florida shape to
it.
The contest between incumbent Bill Nelson (D-Cosmetic Surgery
Clinic) and current Governor Rick Scott (R-Sulfuric Pit of
Corruption) is in recount territory. Manual recount, to be
precise, wherein we may experience the shudder of deja vu of
the Bush/Gore nightmare. One key difference: the Dems have
learned their lesson about knife fighting. There will be no
Gore-esque capitulation in the hopes of bringing our fractured
polity together. Nelson’s team is fighting for every
vote. Naturally, that means the Republicans are calling the
recount “illegal” and accusing the Dems of trying to “steal”
the election and Nelson of “embracing fraud.” No less a genius
than our Toddler-in-Chief has taken to the Twitter to declare
this so.
Despite the tantrum, the Governor’s race is also headed to
machine recount. If that recount reduces the margin to less
than .25%, it will then undergo manual recount.
GOP outrage is one source of my optimism.<fn>Hit dog gonna
holler.</fn> The gap in both races has diminished steadily as
final ballots are counted. As of this morning, Nelson is down
by 12,500 out of 8 million votes cast. Gillum is down by
around 33,000. And in the Agriculture Commissioner’s race, the
outcome flipped since Tuesday with Nikki Fried set to become

the first Democratic cabinet official in nearly ten years. Her
thin lead of around 4000 votes could very well survive the
recount.
But let’s get real.
Rick Scott is still odds-on likely to become a U.S. Senator.
And the odious Ron DeSantis is almost certainly going to be
our Governor. The raw numbers are not promising. If these
outcomes persist, it will represent a crushing disappointment
for those yearning for a self-enlightened electorate in
Florida. But.
Just as with the almost-but-not-quite Beto O’Rourke in Texas,
Gillum is now a bona fide progressive star. He is young and he
is no quitter. If some miracle rolls along, he will make a
fine governor, and even after two terms would still be only 48
years old, plenty of time for a run at the national stage.
And if he falls short, there is a big, fat Empty Suit of a
target looming in Marco Rubio for the 2022 Senate race. He
would also be an attractive running mate for the 2020
challenger to Trump. We have not seen the last of Andrew
Gillum.
Other bright lights. The national percentage of Democratic
votes for Senate was just north of 57%. In House races, it
came to around 52%. Combined gubernatorial numbers point to a
full percent advantage for Dems. On the one hand, these
numbers are meaningless in terms of outcomes. On the other,
they are a fair indicator of national sentiment towards GOP
governance. It remains to be seen if Democrats can maintain
their energy and convert this into an electoral college
triumph in 2020 (a big if given the disproportionate advantage
the EC provides rural states).
This morning, Nate Silver at 538 released an analysis that
overlays the 2018 House vote on the Electoral college map.
Just counting Dem victories of 5% or greater, it would amount

to 278 EC votes for the Dems. The number jumps to 324 by
including margins of less than 5%.

Nate Silver’s House Vote / Electoral College overlay
So yes indeed, I am brimming with optimism, a shiny happy
people happy happy.
(ed note: The authorities have been notified.)
Poet Ilya Kaminsky posted this on Twitter this morning, a fine
thought from historian Howard Zinn to carry us through the
coming week, month, years…
To be hopeful in bad times is not just foolishly romantic.
It’s based on the fact that human history is a history not
only of cruelty but also of compassion, sacrifice, courage,
kindness.
I’m gonna go dance among the daffodils now.

